Conflict Analysis: The Second Libyan Civil war – and how to avoid a third one

Introduction

Since the fall of the Qaddafi regime in 2011, the stabilization expected for the post-conflict transition in Libya has not been achieved yet. On the contrary, the country is now divided into two main political centers of power and has been sinking into an endemic civil war ever since. Eight years after the revolution, Libya remains in a chaotic state, home to armed groups, terrorists, and criminal networks. After the expiration of the Libyan Political Agreement (LPA) in December 2017, any effort to find a political compromise between Tripoli and Tobruk has been constantly undermined both by the political fragmentation on the ground and by detrimental foreign proxies. Moreover, a solution for the East-West division seems now even further out of reach with tensions reaching their peak in 2014 and have been deteriorating since. Following the recent offensive on Tripoli launched on April 4 by forces from the country’s East and coming only 10 days ahead of a UN-sponsored peace conference that was supposed to finally break through the political gridlock and schedule new general elections, the long-hoped-for stabilization of the country remains a long way off. Still, with the possibility of a third full-scale civil war in less than ten years becoming increasingly likely, a solution to the conflict is needed now more than ever.

The ultimate scope of this conflict analysis is therefore to propose recommendations for a swift interruption of violence and to set the stage for the creation of those sine qua non conditions for a national reconciliation and stabilization process. In other words, following a comprehensive analysis of the conflict, the most proximate causes of the conflict will be specifically addressed to find a near-term solution for the achievement of a functional “negative peace”, leaving future analyses the onerous task of addressing more deeply rooted problems for a long-lasting stability. In order to re-build the profoundly fractured Libyan society, the first step is to reach a permanent truce between the two blocs in order to achieve a sufficient stability to disarm and demobilize the several armed groups active in the country and therefore allow the formation of a national unity government. This conflict analysis precisely aims to address these very last points.

Conflict’s Causes

The deep-rooted tensions within Libyan society, substantially deriving from the unequal distribution of power and wealth, date back to the birth of the post-colonial state but re-emerged only in 2011 with the removal of Qaddafi after 42 years of authoritarian regime. More proximate vulnerabilities, on the other hand, have crippled the post-revolution political system since its earliest days until when, at the beginning of 2014, rising tensions between increasingly polarized factions eventually resulted into widespread outbreaks of violence across the country. The Libyan conflict is ultimately driven by the desire for power and resources rather than competing ideologies.

Proximate Drivers of Violence

The most obvious reason behind the ongoing crisis is the absence of a strong central authority that could fill the vacuum of power left by the Qaddafi regime and the consequential political fragmentation. Since the 2011 overthrow of the regime, no political faction has ever enjoyed sufficient support to rule the country and an overabundance of actors have consequently crowded the national political landscape due to a total lack of political consensus. This situation resulted in conflict in 2014 and is now the main reason for the ongoing political stalemate. As an immediate consequence of the absence of a central government with the resulting monopoly of violence, the most compelling problem in Libya is the extremely volatile security environment. The two competing political authorities both rely upon different power arrangements to encounter their security needs, but none of them has firm control over each actor within their security complexes. Therefore, neither in Tripoli nor in the East, there is anything that could possibly be construed as a stable, legitimate security authority.

On a different level, the Libyan conflict is, to a large extent, a conflict for oil. The resource accounts for 82% of Libyan export earnings and 60% of the GDP. It is self-evident why the control of the oil industry lies at the heart of the quest for power and legitimacy between East and West. Not for nothing, with the split of the national institutions between the Tripoli and the Tobruk-al-Bayda’s authorities, the NOC, the Libyan state-owned oil company, also got split into two parallel institutions respectively based in Tripoli and Benghazi, with the former operating under international recognition and the latter exporting the crude illicitly. While keeping on calling for the dissolution of its counterpart in Benghazi, the Tripoli-based NOC has recently suspended operations at the country’s largest oil field due to an “unlawful” closure of a pipeline valve linking the El Sharara oilfield to the port of Zawiya, on the Mediterranean coast. Albeit in control of the El Sharara oil field, Haftar’s forces do not exercise full control of its pipeline’s route which runs partially through territories held by militias allied with the Tripoli government. This shows, on the one hand, the fragility of the Libyan oil production – at its lowest levels in the last five months – and, on the other hand, how the ability to control or disrupt it plays a pivotal role in the conflict.

Finally, all the above is compounded by detrimental foreign proxies. As pinpointed by the human rights activist and former human rights activist and former...
Vice-Chairman of the National Transitional Council of Libya during the 2011 revolution, Abdul Hafiz Ghoga, “there will be no peace and stability in Libya unless the international community reaches consensus.” Mr. Ghoga touched the heart of the issue here as competing interests from various global and regional powers have significantly crippled the efforts of the UN to find a political compromise between Tripoli and Tobruk, with the former supported, among the others, by Qatar, Turkey, Italy, and the United States and the latter mainly backed by Egypt, United Arab Emirates (UAE), France, and Russia. Among them, France, Italy, Egypt, the UAE, and the United States have called in a recently issued rare joint statement for an immediate end of hostilities around Tripoli warning how “terrorist groups” are exploiting the country’s security vacuum and “there can be no military solution in Libya.” Still, the disunity so far exposed at the international level is far from being replaced by a more robust international approach to resolving the conflict as seeking a simple cease-fire is likely to merely give Haftar and the GNA-aligned forces the opportunity to rearm, reorganize, and re-entrench themselves on offensive positions.

Resulting Sources of Instability

There are several destabilizing elements contributing to further complicate the precarious situation on the ground. Among them, radicalization and violent extremism play a critical role. Libya’s chaos, insecurity, and abundance of hydrocarbon resources have been attracting jihadist groups and various terrorist organizations that infiltrated every major coastal city or found “safe haven” in the vast ungoverned territories of the south. These groups, while representing a serious security threat per se, substantially disrupt and undermine any attempts of dialogue with local communities significantly contributing to further destabilize the situation by perpetuating the status quo.

Tied hand in glove with the lack of control over territory and resources, organized crime proliferates giving rise to an incredibly lucrative war economy. Profitable illicit trafficking and smuggling of migrants are a constant occurrence in Libya. As the war economy intensifies, the chances of restoring a national central governance drastically diminish, since armed groups and local militias are among the major beneficiaries of these illegal lucrative networks. Criminal and terrorist organizations are the biggest spoilers of the conflict. The two, present in both the GNA and LNA-controlled territories and enabled to sustain themselves by the remunerative incentives offered by the Libyan war economy, represent a serious impediment to peace as short-term gains get prioritized at the group level over wider national stability and security.

On top of the above, and partially due to both the absence of government and the presence of lucrative networks, the instability in Libya has awakened ancient tribal feuds throughout the country. This is the case, for instance, in Tripolitania between the Zintan and the Wershefana’s Tribes, in Fezzan between the Tuaregs and the Tebus, and in Cyrenaica where the Awameer, Magharbeh and Obaidat tribes have been growing resentful towards the Haftar’s leadership. Further complicating this situation, historical rivalries are also inflamed by the aforementioned opportunities offered by the war economy, especially with regard to the smuggling business that has been benefitting some groups over others, as in the case of the Tebu who dominate smuggling routes through Libya’s southern borders. Addressing the tribal question is therefore crucial since, not only tribal wars contribute to the instability of the conflict, but also because tribal power dynamics historically represents a central element in national cohesion and identity.

Stake-Holder Mapping

Political Actors

The situation in Libya is complex, chaotic, and extremely dynamic due to the highly fragmented political landscape characterized by rapidly shifting alliances and to the maze of armed groups pursuing different agendas in different parts of the country. On the political level, two main centers of power compete for power, legitimacy, and everything that goes along with it, above all, the control over financial institutions and resources. The main political actors are therefore split between the capital Tripoli, the western stronghold, and the eastern bloc of Tobruk and al-Bayda. Originally, the competing centers of power were three, with Tripoli having a second claimant, the Government of National Salvation (GNS). Headed by Prime Minister Khalifa al-Ghawi until March 2016, the GNS is today no longer in control of any relevant institution. The quest for legitimacy is therefore a two-horse race between the UN-backed government in Tripoli and the parliament in Tobruk.

The politico-administrative structure in Tripoli is the outcome of the fragile-born UN-brokered agreement, the LPA. Since March 2016 the capital has been officially governed by two institutions deriving their legitimacy from the agreement, the Presidential Council (PC) and the Government of National Accord (GNA), holding respectively the supervisory and executive powers of the country. The two are both headed by Fayez al-Sarraj, who’s leadership is weak and constantly crippled by the necessity to lean on a complex of several different security actors to exert control over the capital. Still, the control of Tripoli gives Al-Sarraj and his GNA a considerable advantage, namely the control over strategic infrastructure such as ports and airports and over strategic financial assets such as the Libyan Central Bank (LCB), the Libyan Investment Authority (LIA), and (only partially) the National Oil Corporation (NOC).

In eastern Libya, there operates two main political entities, both of which are in opposition to the official authorities in Tripoli: The House of Representatives (HoR) based in Tobruk, and the dissident Government of al-Bayda. The HoR, originally designed to cooperate with Tripoli’s government under the LPA, in two occasions has voted down the list of ministries proposed by the GNA. Headed by Aguila Saleh Issa, it therefore supports the rival government of Abdullah al-Thinni which operates in al-Bayda, eastern Libya. The “Eastern Government” in al-Bayda,
originally conceived as the ad interim transition government, was elected after the fall of Qaddafi, and was supposed to hold executive power until the official recognition of the GNA from the HoR. The recognition did not occur yet (if ever) and so did not the transfer of powers. Both the Hor and the al-Bayda’s government are aligned with the anti-Islamist General Khalifa Haftar, head of the Libyan National Army (LNA) and de facto ruler of the dissent East. Haftar represents the military strongman that many believe being the only way forward in unifying the country. Yet his leadership is weaker than publicly portrayed.19

**Armed Groups**

Two main blocs built around the two competing political authorities of Tripoli and eastern Libya, and a plethora of autonomous and semi-autonomous militias, crowd the Libyan scenario, while spoilers have been almost equally distributed across the two blocs and as autonomous third parties.

In eastern Libya, the armed wing of the Tobruk-Al Bayda bloc is substantially represented by the Libyan National Army (LNA) alone. The LNA is an assorted army and a discreet military force composed by soldiers, former police officers, special forces, armed civilians, brigades of militias (including units from Misrata), tribal militiamen, foreign mercenaries (mainly Chadian and Sudanese forces), and other military groups such as the eastern and central branches of the Petroleum Facilities Guard, led by general commander Khalifa Haftar and that controls the east and the south of the country and a portion of the western border.20 Lined up among Haftar’s troops feature also the Salafist Tariq Ibn Ziyad Brigade and the recently formed 73rd Infantry Brigade. Both have joined the ongoing battle for Tripoli.21 All in all, the LNA’s core militia is made up of around 7,000 military troops coupled by some 18,000 auxiliary units and supported by a limited air force counting approximately eight combat-ready aircraft and by a naval force seemingly restricted to coastal patrol vessels.22 On the other hand, the analysis of the armed groups active in western Libya shows an entirely different picture. The anti-Haftar alliance, significantly less integrated than its eastern counterpart, is a conglomerate of official and semi-official armed forces, more or less-radicalized Islamist groups, and tribal militias. The Presidential Guard, of which the Supreme Commander is the Chairman of the Presidential Council (PC) Fayez Al-Sarraj, together with the weak Libyan Navy, is the only regular military force serving under the GNA. Its establishment, is indeed the attempt by the latter to form a unified Libyan national army loyal to, and under the control of, the authorities based in Tripoli. Yet, its function is perhaps more symbolic than with the burden of the conflict mostly divided up among the powerful allied city-states and the control of the capital entrusted to local armed groups. Among them, Misrata’s Brigades are unquestionably the most powerful militia. Originally part of the Libya Dawn coalition and particularly active against the Zintan’s militias, the brigades from Misrata, a city-state situated 187 km to the east of Tripoli, are run independently but still linked to the GNA and are now reconciled with their former Zintan enemy. The latter, the second most powerful armed force in Libya after Misrata, is based in the Nafusa mountains 144km southwest of Tripoli and established across much of southwest Tripoli. The militias from the small but powerful town of Zintan were pushed out from the capital by the Dawn Coalition in 2014 with which members they subsequently aligned while distancing themselves from Haftar. Another important component of the anti-LNA coalition is represented by the Zawiya’s Militias. Nominal on Haftar’s side following a recent agreement between the general and local leaders to enter the city peacefully on his march to Tripoli, the militias instead ambushed Haftar’s fighters and captured several LNA forces as soon as they rolled into town while sending troops to the capital in support of the GNA.23 Finally, as mentioned above, a central part of the GNA’s territorial control passes through the role of Tripoli’s Security Forces, a highly fragmented conglomerate of armed groups (with different official or semi-official roles within the security apparatus of the capital) among which the dominant players are the Rada Special Deterrence Force (SDF), the Nawasi Brigade, the Abu Salim Brigade, and the Tripoli Revolutionaries Brigade (TRB).24 Nonetheless, to further complicate the situation, in Libya there is a number of autonomous and semi-autonomous third players active across the whole country. Somewhere in the middle between the two blocs, operate a somehow official, security force that plays a pivotal role in the conflict, the Petroleum Facilities Guard (PFG). A federalist militia that controls a number of oil and gas infrastructure in eastern Libya, the PFG has separated from the Tripoli-based armed forces but officially still operates under the Ministry of Defense of the unity government. Yet, as a matter of fact, the militia acts mostly independently, and some units even aligned with the LNA.25 Even in the “stabilized” east under Haftar’s strong military rule a series of militias are active against the LNA-Dignity campaign, the so-called Benghazi Armed Groups. Among them, the Benghazi Revolutionary Shura Council (BRSC) and the Benghazi Defence Brigade (BDB).26 Moreover, as listed among the drivers of violence, the presence of independent militias is compounded by the threat of jihadist groups and tribal disputes both in the easternast and the western side. The main jihadist groups active in Libya are Daesh and Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, with other minor Salafi-jihadi factions like the Madkhali-Salafis further enriching the intolerant, radical, and anti-democratic compound spoiling Libyan civil society and of which growing influence across key armed groups and religious institutions makes them central actors in the Libyan crisis.27 On the other hand, especially in the south of the country, tribes such as the Tuaregs, the Tebus and, to a lesser extent, the Awaqeer, Magharbeh and Oubaidat tribes are deeply involved in the conflict in some cases conducting parallel tribal wars against each other.28

**Conflict Dynamics**

After the capture of almost the entire Fezzan with all its oil wells and major clusters of populations, the LNA had already
ensured the control of about two-thirds of Libya. By strengthening his position in
the south Haftar had also strengthened his position in the wider national framework,
making the possibility of a military solution to the conflict increasingly plausible.
Indeed, this scenario eventually materialized on April 4, when the head of the LNA declared his intention to take over Tripoli through military means. Yet, with the fighting flaring at the gates of the capital, paradoxically, Haftar’s position has never been weaker. If, by taking the south, the LNA had secured an important strategic area while at the same time reinforcing its legitimacy in the eyes of the national public, the assault on Tripoli is bringing to light weaknesses and internal tensions.29 Haftar’s domestic and international support has substantially decreased, with foreign leaders condemning the action and some local allies on the ground turning to the opposition.30 Moreover, after the initial surprise, the LNA’s advance became bogged down and it is now evident how the battle for Tripoli will not be over any time soon. With the first attack, Haftar’s forces had quickly seized control of the strategic outpost of Gharyan, a small town about 80 kilometers away from the capital taking up positions in Tripoli’s suburbs 11 km circa south of the center.31 Yet, in June, the GNA forces launched a surprise counter-attack taking back control over Gharyan, which had become the main supply base for Haftar’s offensive by then. Following the setback, by now, Haftar’s way to the city is fiercely opposed by the GNA-aligned militias as the General is now facing better-armed and better-trained combatants than the ones he defeated in the south and the east.

On the opposite side, the GNA that had seen its position constantly weakening since its initial appointment, is now regaining strength. The LNA’s operations in Fezzan further marginalized the presence of Tripoli in the south, while Al-Serraj was clearly more concerned with substantiating his uncertain control over the capital.32 Yet, Haftar’s offensive is now giving momentum to the anti-LNA coalition. The government, quickly after Haftar’s lightning assault, had announced a counteroffensive to reclaim all areas seized by the enemy retaking control over strategic areas and outposts such as the aforementioned Gharyan and the Mitiga airport, the capital’s only functional airport that had initially fallen into enemy hands. Troops from Misrata, Zintan, and Zawiya have been constantly flooding into the capital and, albeit not under the GNA’s direct control, are actively assisting the government in its counteroffensive.33 However, the now blatant inability of both factions to make significant military progress is pushing both the GNA and the LNA to rethink their tactics now mainly consisting in targeting each other’s bases and supply centers with air-raids and drone-strikes. The situation is substantially the same in Tripoli’s southern suburbs, where front lines might shift daily, but where the two sides have been locked in a standoff since last May. Despite the growing number of casualties on both sides and among civilians, by now, neither party seems willing to accept a ceasefire as both still believe they can achieve their goals through military means. Against this backdrop, the war around Tripoli will likely drag on bringing further stalemate and greater destruction until a diplomatic solution is found.

Recommendations for Conflict Reduction

With the window for opportunity that was opened by the Abu Dhabi Agreement now inevitably close, it is hard to imagine a gradual conciliatory mediation as a solution for the conflict.34 With Tripoli’s precarious peace now fatally gone and with the third full-scale civil war spreading around the capital, the priority, as of this moment, must be to bring back to the negotiating table the opposing leaderships by proposing an alternative political process. Haftar’s move is a gambit, and potentially a tactical and strategic trap. Hence, his military campaign against Tripoli means primarily one thing: there is no political future for him in the new Libya, or at least not in the one that formal negotiations were leading towards. Haftar, confident in his strength, opted for the military solution just as Salamé’s political reconciliation efforts have started paying off, most likely with the intent of getting a better deal by disrupting the pro-GNA coalition. Therefore, a new political solution must be created in light of the new balance of power in place while it cannot retreat from the decisive action of the international community, perhaps coalesced around the concerted leadership of a neutral power as the two parties will likely try to prolong the fight if each sustained by its own regional allies.

Recommended Course of Action

Given the above, a peace conference is urgently needed.35 As soon as conditions permit, international key-players should work to broker a sustained ceasefire between the two factions and allow the conference to take place. An immediate de-escalation of the conflict is of paramount importance. To this end, a window of opportunity may be offered by the fact that Haftar’s march on the capital is not exactly working out as planned. By pivoting on the now crystal-clear military deadlock around Tripoli, Haftar’s international allies should increase their pressure on the General to get him back to the negotiating table. International actors, the US and the EU in the first place, should persuade regional proxies in Libya to abandon the unrealistic belief that either side can achieve its own political goals without first reaching a settlement with the other. In other words, the international community must convince Abu Dhabi, Riyadh and Cairo, on the one hand, and Doha and Ankara on the other, that neither side will likely obtain any swift, significant military victory in the pursuit of their independent political road map and that both the LNA and the GNA should abandon their zero-sum logic.

Once in place, the conference should be centered around the disarmament of combatants, perhaps by providing incentives and promising inclusion to all forces that put down their arms, restrain from future clashes, and distance themselves from hard-line radicalized or particularly aggressive leaders. Secondly, the role of Haftar in the future Libyan state should be re-discussed by compromising between a necessary engagement and justifiable concerns while avoiding a harm-
ful and dangerous appeasement. The Abu Dhabi agreement was rather opaque and ambiguous on this particularly delicate point that should instead be made clearer. In light of the latest developments, the increased importance of the LNA at the strategic level cannot be ignored, but any compromise must be made while bearing in mind the necessity of assuring the continuation of an unconditionally civilian state after the war.

The political constituencies of Tripoli and Tobruk should agree on the path towards a new constitution and on the eventual electoral procedures. Moreover, unrelenting diplomatic efforts must be undertaken by both parties to gather all the influential actors within their respective spheres of influence in a joint effort to ensure the most inclusive cooperation towards this common goal. Finally, inter and intra-bloc dialogue is necessary to assure the restoration of a sufficiently safe environment aimed at guaranteeing the holding of free and fair elections.

The two blocs should collaborate in fighting the several conflict spoilers and restore the control of the territory through the empowerment of local authorities and municipalities. Especially in the south, explicit arrangements must be taken with tribal leaders to stem the proliferation of impeding criminal activities. Divided national Institutions such as the Central Bank and the NOC should be reassembled to restore the oil export and restart a virtuous circle of production and investment as soon as possible. These guiding lines, if supported by major regional actors, properly coordinated by the EU and the UN, not hampered by conflicting bilateral initiatives, and with the necessary blessing from the United States, might finally translate into a significant necessary blessing from the United States, conflicting bilateral initiatives, and with the EU and the UN, not hampered by conflicts with the government of Tripoli and Tobruk after the war.
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32) With the implementation of the new "Security Plan 2019-One", in fact, the GNA is now tightening its ties with the militias in Tripoli trying to harness them under its authority while reorganizing the whole administrative structure of its security system. Yet these efforts are constantly undermined by several spoilers of the negative status quo that are present in, and around, the capital.


Still, since the beginning, the Abu Dhabi agreement was met with suspicion and criticism by Haftar's opponents, especially the Misratan and Tripoli-based militias.

35) Amid "artillery shelling and air raids", the U.N. envoy, Ghassan Salamé, has been forced to postpone the two-day conference scheduled for 14-15 April.